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President says those who try tampering with flags are vandalism

Ben Baird
UCF Star Staff

UCF grads win global trips

Amy Cassell

Game show history was attempted on Sunday night, when the WB and Pepsi teamed up to broadcast "Flag for a Billion," on which a chimpanzee named Mr. Moneybags was the only thing to the micat in order to win one billion dollars, ten million dollars, or a new house and $1 million. Every second was a moment of suspense as the chimp tried to decipher the numbers, which the game show was trying to figure out. The chimp was correct, and he won the grand prize of $1 billion. However, Mr. Moneybags was not the only one to win. There were smaller prizes, such as a new house for a person who correctly guessed the sequence of numbers. The small prizes were won by students who were able to correctly guess the sequence of numbers. The grand prize was won by Mr. Moneybags, who correctly guessed the sequence of numbers in less than 10 minutes. The odds of winning such a large prize in this type of game show are extremely low. The chimp, however, was the only one to win the grand prize.

Gay support group combats fears, hatred

Matt Riedel

In order to combat discrimination and hate crimes faced by LGBTQ+ individuals, the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Student Union hosted an "Out and In" event every Monday. The evening session focused on providing a positive environment for students with problems related to sexual identity. The group is coordinated by Megan Greene, a specialist in counseling and support. "We're a place to talk about whatever issues you might have to talk about...set a place to talk about it to do that they are not alone or blanketed or isolated," said Greene. "I think that being out and inclusive is the best thing we can do." Ms. Greene said that the group is open-welcome, and willing to discuss any issues that students might have, whether they are related to campus or otherwise.

If you don't necessarily have to have a share or talk, you can just listen.

Heidi Greer

University of Central Florida Student Government Association (UCF SGA)

Answers to the following questions:

1. What is the title of the article?
   - Gay support group combats fears, hatred

2. Who is the author of the article?
   - Matt Riedel

3. What is the main topic of the article?
   - The main topic of the article is the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Student Union's "Out and In" event, which focuses on providing a positive environment for students with problems related to sexual identity. The group is coordinated by Megan Greene, a specialist in counseling and support.

4. What actions are being taken to combat discrimination and hate crimes?
   - The Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Student Union hosted an "Out and In" event every Monday. The evening session focused on providing a positive environment for students with problems related to sexual identity.

5. Who is coordinating the group?
   - The group is coordinated by Megan Greene, a specialist in counseling and support.

6. What is the group's mission?
   - The group's mission is to provide a place for students to talk about whatever issues they might have related to campus or otherwise. The group is open to everyone and willing to discuss any issues that students might have, whether they are related to campus or otherwise.

7. How can students get involved with the group?
   - Students can get involved with the group by attending the "Out and In" event every Monday. They can also talk to Megan Greene, the specialist in counseling and support, for more information.

8. What is the title of the article?
   - Gay support group combats fears, hatred

9. Who is the author of the article?
   - Matt Riedel

10. What is the main topic of the article?
    - The main topic of the article is the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Student Union's "Out and In" event, which focuses on providing a positive environment for students with problems related to sexual identity. The group is coordinated by Megan Greene, a specialist in counseling and support.

11. What actions are being taken to combat discrimination and hate crimes?
    - The Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Student Union hosted an "Out and In" event every Monday. The evening session focused on providing a positive environment for students with problems related to sexual identity.

12. Who is coordinating the group?
    - The group is coordinated by Megan Greene, a specialist in counseling and support.

13. What is the group's mission?
    - The group's mission is to provide a place for students to talk about whatever issues they might have related to campus or otherwise. The group is open to everyone and willing to discuss any issues that students might have, whether they are related to campus or otherwise.

14. How can students get involved with the group?
    - Students can get involved with the group by attending the "Out and In" event every Monday. They can also talk to Megan Greene, the specialist in counseling and support, for more information.

15. What is the title of the article?
    - Gay support group combats fears, hatred

16. Who is the author of the article?
    - Matt Riedel

17. What is the main topic of the article?
    - The main topic of the article is the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Student Union's "Out and In" event, which focuses on providing a positive environment for students with problems related to sexual identity. The group is coordinated by Megan Greene, a specialist in counseling and support.

18. What actions are being taken to combat discrimination and hate crimes?
    - The Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Student Union hosted an "Out and In" event every Monday. The evening session focused on providing a positive environment for students with problems related to sexual identity.

19. Who is coordinating the group?
    - The group is coordinated by Megan Greene, a specialist in counseling and support.

20. What is the group's mission?
    - The group's mission is to provide a place for students to talk about whatever issues they might have related to campus or otherwise. The group is open to everyone and willing to discuss any issues that students might have, whether they are related to campus or otherwise.
Minority enrollment rises in state universities

At UCF, students of the Filipino Student Association enjoy an afternoon outside the Student Union. Photo by Tony Guzman.

Enviro groups join forces to green up UCF

The Student Newspaper 2003 • Volume 105 • Issue 8 • Pages 3-10

A growing number of minority and non-minority student organizations and individual students is turning its attention to housing in the grand total of their high school senior class. Richard commented in his press release that the "cost of housing is becoming prohibitive for more and more students," and that the new initiative aims to "re-educate students about the importance of saving money and planning ahead." The initiative will be the first of its kind in the state of Florida, and it is expected to have a significant impact on many UCF students.

A few weeks ago, a group of students and faculty members began gathering on campus to discuss the issue of housing. They created a task force to address the problem and to develop a plan of action. The task force has been meeting regularly and has already produced a preliminary report. The plan includes a series of initiatives, such as increasing the availability of affordable housing, encouraging students to save money, and providing financial aid for those who qualify.

The initiative has received support from various campus groups and departments, including the Office of Student Affairs, the Office of Diversity and Inclusion, and the Department of Housing and Residence Life. The task force has also been reaching out to local government officials and housing developers to discuss potential solutions.

While the initiative is still in its early stages, it is clear that the students and faculty members are committed to making a real difference. They are determined to ensure that every student has access to safe, affordable, and high-quality housing.
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Meet with faculty and staff representing UCF's more than 100 master's, doctoral, specialist, and certificate programs.

For complete details, please visit: www.graduate.ucf.edu
California gubernatorial recall petition

Washington's Senate has launched an effort to give voters another chance to recall Governor Christine Gregoire. Republican leaders have said they will ask for support to gather the signatures needed to force a recall election. Republicans have asked for voter support, saying they believe it is the best way to ensure that Gregoire is held accountable for her record. The campaign has raised more than $7 million so far, with nearly half of that coming from outside contributors. The campaign has been widely criticized for its tactics, including the use of robocalls and door-to-door solicitations. Gregoire has accused the Republicans of trying to undermine her administration by using aggressive and sometimes dishonest tactics. The recall election is scheduled for November 8, and the outcome of the vote could have serious implications for the future of the state's political landscape. It is unclear whether Gregoire will be able to withstand the challenge, as her approval ratings have declined in recent months. The recall effort is likely to be a highly contentious and polarizing campaign, with both sides investing significant resources in their efforts to sway the public opinion. The outcome of the election could have far-reaching consequences for the state's political and economic future.
Intramural referees on fire

WILLIAM SOLOMON

The official's presence is a regular sight across campus, as referees discreetly make their way through the halls, ascertaining the right venue for a game. However, a recent change has been implemented to allow students, faculty, or staff to officiate in games, a new opportunity to challenge knowledge and personal skills.

Intramural sport officials are commonly student volunteers who play a crucial role in ensuring fairness and safety in the events. Some may have experience in sports, while others may have taken the course "intramurals " and understand the rules. The course is designed to train officials on what they may anticipate in a game, allowing them to make more informed calls.

Assistant Intramural Coordinator Casey Cahen, right, signs autographs for the student referees at the Intramural Sports Fair in College Hall on Sept. 20. "This is the first year we've offered an NNI and we're going to make it available to everyone," Cahen said.

The Intramural Office has introduced a new program to prepare referees for the season, which lasts about four months, and will take place in the fall and spring. The program aims to improve the officiating skills and knowledge of those involved in intramural sports.

"I think it's important for students who are interested in officiating to have an opportunity to learn and improve their skills," Cahen said.

The program is divided into three parts: instruction, training, and practice. In the first part, students will learn the rules and officiating techniques, and in the second part, they will practice officiating in a simulated environment.

"It's a great opportunity for students who want to improve their officiating skills, and it's also a great way to get involved in the intramural program," Cahen said.

The Intramural Office is encouraging students to sign up for the program, which is open to all interested individuals. For more information, contact the Intramural Office at 407-823-6000.
When your everyday car is a hearse, cruising with the living gets staries.

CALLIE JAMES
South Florida Sun-Sentinel

When George McMillan spoke of the “Hearse King,” he wasn’t talking about a wife or a girlfriend. He was talking about Miller Morton and Friends, where Miller Morton and Friends, and music.

“My name is Bob, and I work for Morton and Friends,” said McMillan, who has been with the company for 20 years. “I’m the hearse owner.”

For him, a hearse is more than just a vehicle. It’s a way of life. He says he wouldn’t trade it for anything else.

“People often ask me why I drive a hearse,” he said. “Well, it’s because I love it. It’s my passion.”

But it’s not just about the hearse. For McMillan, the business is part of his family. His wife, Joanne, also works for the company, and their children, Jennifer and Jordan, are involved as well.

“I think it’s important for people to understand that this is a family business,” McMillan said. “We are all passionate about what we do.”

But it’s not just about the business. For McMillan, the hearse is also a way to express himself. He says he’s proud of the work he does and the people he serves.

“My favorite part of the job is seeing the families that we serve,” he said. “It’s a way to help people through a difficult time.”

And that’s not all. McMillan also loves the people he works with. He says they’re like a family to him.

“For me, it’s more than just a job,” he said. “It’s a way of life.”

So when you see a hearse on the road, remember that it’s more than just a car. It’s a part of someone’s family, and it’s a way to help people through a difficult time. •

---

UCF Athletics...RIGHT HERE. RIGHT NOW. SUPPORT YOUR KNIGHTS! www.ucfathletics.com

You Could Win A Trip To The Hottest Sporting Event Show in Las Vegas!”

That’s right! UCF Students...attend 15 home sporting events during the fall and winter seasons and you’ll be entered into a drawing to win a trip for two to see Las Vegas to see the Billboard Music Awards and much more!

Just swipe your valid UCF I.D. when you enter the games before halftime and you’ll add to your chance to win! For a complete list of official contest rules, log onto www.ucfathletics.com.

GO KNIGHTS!

JUNCA DENTAL & ASSOCIATES
Your Smile is Our Specialty!

Special Offer
$155 (a $200 value)
- Oral Exam
- 12 Dental X-Rays
- Teeth Cleaning (prophylaxis)

Not valid with any other offer or insurance. New patients only.
Expires: October 31, 2023

SHADY CREEK APARTMENTS
Living at its best
Visit us at www.shadycreekapts.com

Amenities
- Indoor Basketball Court
- Pool & Spa
- Tennis Court
- Sand Volleyball
- Poolside Bar & Grill
- Business Center
- Computer Lab
- Fitness Center
- Expansive Courtyard
- Direct Access Garages in Select Units
- Remote Control Garage Doors
- In-Unit Washer/Dryers
- Individually Monitored Alarms
- Mature Landscaping

LEASE TODAY!
BRING IN THIS AD AND RECEIVE OUR FABULOUS MOVE-IN SPECIALS!

Located on the corner of Red Bug Lake Road & Dodd Road, in beautiful Tascawilla.

950 English Towne Lane
Winter Springs, FL 32708
(407) 388-0500

KICK IT OUT NOW!
Do you want to quit smoking?

Attend one of two orientation sessions to learn about a FREE 6 week smoking cessation class at the Campus Wellness Center.

FIRST ORIENTATION: Sept. 24 from 3-6 pm
SECOND ORIENTATION: Sept. 29 from 12:30-2:30 pm

For more information call or stop by the Student Center, suite 111 BC and Wellness Center.
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**HOLD THE BROOM!**

UCF hopes to halt sweep by Syracuse Orange

**RUSSELL BURNS**

The last two will be on — literally and figuratively — when the Football Knights travel this weekend to turn on the Syracuse Orangemen.

...The Orangemen have done better, although the previous two games between the teams were close ones. Syracuse vied with both, UCF 21-20, in the Orange Bowl. In 2001, last year, the Knights hold a similar fumble in the Citrus Bowl, only to watch it turn into a 28-10 loss. 

...The Orangemen's 48 record in 2000 was a surprise. Including losses to North Carolina, Georgia State and No. 9 North Carolina, the defense allowed 352 points in its two losses. The Orangemen defense is as well. Stopping the run has been Syracuse's biggest problem thus far this season. The Knights have eliminated 253 running yards in Louisville. Prior to that, North Carolina's weak running game, only 189 yards, in two losses.

...The Knights defense was_allowed 20 points and gave up 299 yards against the Orangemen. Rushing for only 100 yards, quarterback Ryan Schroeder should have an excellent day as his wide receivers will likely be wide open. Steve Gregory is a key to the Orangemen's success this season, and he won't be able to stop Schroeder. UCF wide receivers Terence Cape, Luther Huggins and Brandon Rukstall. The Orangemen have too much speed, but the Knights are expected to give the Orangemen a solid defense.

...The Knights' season opener against the Orangemen, but he won't be able to stop Schroeder. UCF wide receivers Terence Cape, Luther Huggins and Brandon Rukstall. The Orangemen have too much speed, but the Knights are expected to give the Orangemen a solid defense.

...The Knights' season opener against the Orangemen, but he won't be able to stop Schroeder. UCF wide receivers Terence Cape, Luther Huggins and Brandon Rukstall. The Orangemen have too much speed, but the Knights are expected to give the Orangemen a solid defense.

...The Knights' season opener against the Orangemen, but he won't be able to stop Schroeder. UCF wide receivers Terence Cape, Luther Huggins and Brandon Rukstall. The Orangemen have too much speed, but the Knights are expected to give the Orangemen a solid defense.
Southern Watts honored by A-Sun

**Fun Fact**

The Golden Grizzlies are 1-2 this season in traffic violations. On Saturday afternoon, CGU gave the Grizzlies away against the University of New Orleans from the Big South Conference. Prior to the game, fans drew lines on the road to mark four past matches. "New Orleans is a tough South region opponent," said Colado. "We will have our work cut out for us.

New Orleans returns seven lettermen from a team that went 20-19-2 a year ago. With the addition of senior ghetto Jesse Cruz, the Grizzlies are averaging 156.4 per game, while libero Christine Zither anchors the defense with a 1.45 gpa. New Orleans is 3-0 this season in the conference and 0-0 in the Mid-American Conference. The Grizzlies are 0-3 this season with two of their losses against ranked opponents. Western Michigan is in its 3rd year in the Mid-American Conference.

"We thought we had a chance on offense but we couldn't get it done," said Colado. "That's why we're a little concerned on their home court.

Western Michigan is led by the three-member leader of Cullum, Morning, Shyleen and Hines, each with more than 600 kills. Colado has 750 of the team's 1,100 assists, while Key Drift has contributed 125 digs per game. The key for the Knights has been to play aggressively.

"It's not a great game because we have lost," said Colado before ending the report's game against Buffalo. "But we have just been better because we are good." UCF has a 3.0 mark against New Orleans, but the Owls are 1-3. It will be the first meeting for UCF and Western Michigan.

Sophomore Watts honored by A-Sun

**Fun Fact**

Byron McRoberts made three saves on the game, keeping the Knights out of the game. On an invitational Friday night in Kentucky, they will face on the Kentucky All-Stars. The Knights have a 2-2-1 mark this season, while the All-Stars are 1-2-1. The Knights keep a 1.57 mark on the season, while the All-Stars have a 1.48 mark. The Knights have scored 17 goals, while the All-Stars have scored 10. The Knights have allowed 18 goals, while the All-Stars have allowed 15.

"We thought we had a chance on defense but we couldn't get it done," said Colado. "That's why we're a little concerned on their home court."

Western Michigan is led by the three-member leader of Cullum, Morning, Shyleen and Hines, each with more than 600 kills. Colado has 750 of the team's 1,100 assists, while Key Drift has contributed 125 digs per game. The key for the Knights has been to play aggressively.

"It's not a great game because we have lost," said Colado before ending the report's game against Buffalo. "But we have just been better because we are good." UCF has a 3.0 mark against New Orleans, but the Owls are 1-3. It will be the first meeting for UCF and Western Michigan.

Women travel to FAU on Friday

**Fun Fact**

Byron McRoberts made three saves on the game, keeping the Knights out of the game. On an invitational Friday night in Kentucky, they will face on the Kentucky All-Stars. The Knights have a 2-2-1 mark this season, while the All-Stars are 1-2-1. The Knights keep a 1.57 mark on the season, while the All-Stars have a 1.48 mark. The Knights have scored 17 goals, while the All-Stars have scored 10. The Knights have allowed 18 goals, while the All-Stars have allowed 15.

"We thought we had a chance on defense but we couldn't get it done," said Colado. "That's why we're a little concerned on their home court."

Western Michigan is led by the three-member leader of Cullum, Morning, Shyleen and Hines, each with more than 600 kills. Colado has 750 of the team's 1,100 assists, while Key Drift has contributed 125 digs per game. The key for the Knights has been to play aggressively.

"It's not a great game because we have lost," said Colado before ending the report's game against Buffalo. "But we have just been better because we are good." UCF has a 3.0 mark against New Orleans, but the Owls are 1-3. It will be the first meeting for UCF and Western Michigan.

"We're excited to be back in Kentucky," said Colado. "We're looking forward to the game on Friday night.

Defend must bounce back

**Fun Fact**

The Owls were cousins with UCF's 32-20 win over FAU. RFTG promised the importance of Hupp's getting the ball to 6-0 before the team. The Owls have the best pass defense in the MAC in Alex Hupp, who will be back in the lineup. "It's a good thing if I have to pass for 500 yards," said Hupp. "We're going for our 1st win."

South Florida was the 20-12 favorite in the opening round of the tournament, which was held for the first time this season. The Owls had six successful serves.
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FOOTBALL! It's football season, and we're all excited about it. From a9 solid mix of passing, rushing, and defending, it's a thrilling sport that has captured the hearts of many. The next big thing is fantasy football, where some of the best players from the NFL are virtual champions. The entire city seemed to be alive during tailgating events, and the sound of cheers could be heard for miles. The stadium was electric, and the atmosphere was electric. Everyone in the group decided to have a party, and the entire city seemed to be more excited than we'd brought. A large group of people gathered in the stadium, and the sound of cheers could be heard for miles. The stadium was electric, and the atmosphere was electric.

Players who are interested in fantasy football can create their own teams and compete against other players. The game is played on a computer, and the rosters are updated throughout the season. Fans are encouraged to watch games and support their favorite teams. The league is played on a computer, and the rosters are updated throughout the season. Fans are encouraged to watch games and support their favorite teams.

Fantasy football is a popular pastime among football fans, and it's a great way to stay connected to the sport even when you can't watch the games. Fans can create their own teams and compete against other players. The game is played on a computer, and the rosters are updated throughout the season. Fans are encouraged to watch games and support their favorite teams.

Fantasy football is a popular pastime among football fans, and it's a great way to stay connected to the sport even when you can't watch the games. Fans can create their own teams and compete against other players. The game is played on a computer, and the rosters are updated throughout the season. Fans are encouraged to watch games and support their favorite teams.

Fantasy football is a popular pastime among football fans, and it's a great way to stay connected to the sport even when you can't watch the games. Fans can create their own teams and compete against other players. The game is played on a computer, and the rosters are updated throughout the season. Fans are encouraged to watch games and support their favorite teams.

Fantasy football is a popular pastime among football fans, and it's a great way to stay connected to the sport even when you can't watch the games. Fans can create their own teams and compete against other players. The game is played on a computer, and the rosters are updated throughout the season. Fans are encouraged to watch games and support their favorite teams.

Fantasy football is a popular pastime among football fans, and it's a great way to stay connected to the sport even when you can't watch the games. Fans can create their own teams and compete against other players. The game is played on a computer, and the rosters are updated throughout the season. Fans are encouraged to watch games and support their favorite teams.

Fantasy football is a popular pastime among football fans, and it's a great way to stay connected to the sport even when you can't watch the games. Fans can create their own teams and compete against other players. The game is played on a computer, and the rosters are updated throughout the season. Fans are encouraged to watch games and support their favorite teams.

Fantasy football is a popular pastime among football fans, and it's a great way to stay connected to the sport even when you can't watch the games. Fans can create their own teams and compete against other players. The game is played on a computer, and the rosters are updated throughout the season. Fans are encouraged to watch games and support their favorite teams.
Opinions

Open the door, President Hitt

By pro-terroristActivation

Bigotry from above and below

Cops going too far for safety

Rebuff of FCC rules could save airwaves

Bush to blame for peace troubles

I.
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broadcasters.

surviving.

We've been told...
Central Florida Classifieds

Student rates now from $4/week!

(407) 447-4555 • classifieds@UCFNews.com

WANT TO PLACE AN AD?
TO PLACE AN AD
Call (407) 447-4555 or Fax: (407) 447-4557
FOR CLASSIFIEDS AREAS:
Rental/Miscellaneous: Angie 407-366-4035.

100 HELP WANTED:
Hiring destroy agents w/ a great personality. Looking for exciting and engaging agents who are ready to take their careers to the next level. Call us today at (407) 205-4555 to set up an interview.

200 FOR RENT:
10 bd/2.5 bath w/garage in Waterford Lakes, Lake Mary. Available 407-760-0768.

300 Help wanted! Need is a sales talent to create more sales and marketing needed. Call 407-350-8000. Get paid weekly!

500 Help wanted! FEMALE MODELS NEEDED: 160-170 5'1" to 5'6". For fashion photo & video portfolio. Fax 321-784-5658.

100 HELP WANTED:
Hiring destroy agents w/ a great personality. Looking for exciting and engaging agents who are ready to take their careers to the next level. Call us today at (407) 205-4555 to set up an interview.

200 FOR RENT:
10 bd/2.5 bath w/garage in Waterford Lakes, Lake Mary. Available 407-760-0768.

300 Help wanted! Need is a sales talent to create more sales and marketing needed. Call 407-350-8000. Get paid weekly!

500 Help wanted! FEMALE MODELS NEEDED: 160-170 5'1" to 5'6". For fashion photo & video portfolio. Fax 321-784-5658.


WANTED:
Students To Take Online Surveys For Money
Get Paid For Your Opinion
Work from Home | Be Your Own Boss

Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is a Computer & an Internet Connection

For More Info, Please Visit: www.SurveysForStudents.com

Overwhelmed?
Stressed out? On edge? Irritable?
Did for no reason? Tired? Easily distracted?
Can’t finish what you start?
Out of control?

If you are experiencing ANY of these symptoms, call CNS Healthcare today. They can help you understand about common conditions such as:

- Depression
- ADHD
- Anxiety
- Bipolar Disorder

If qualified, you will be compensated for time and travel. All the medication and care associated with the research are provided at no cost to you. Health insurance is not necessary. Call today for your no-cost evaluation!

407-492-5100
1-877-997-5100
We Gained Weight

Seen our Scholarship Channel lately?

We’ve added over 250,000 brand new scholarships and revamped our entire site to give you more accurate search results!

We’ve Changed.

Come and see.

Check Out UCF Future’s Scholarship Channel at:

www.ucfnews.com/scholarships
Paying for college got you worried?

Earn college credit by passing a CLEP* exam.

Save money.
Save time.
Make an appointment at your college test center today.

Visit CLEP at www.collegeboard.com/clep/florida or call 212-713-8064.

Game time @ 12pm

2003 SENATE ELECTIONS
University of Central Florida

VOTE ONLINE
https://connect.ucf.edu

Petition pick-ups: Sept. 8 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Declaration of Candidacy: Sept. 15 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Senate Election: Sept. 29 - Oct. 1 9:00am - 5:00pm
Run-off Elections: Oct. 6 - Oct. 8 9:00am - 5:00pm